Yes, I/We have indicated IDA as a recipient in my/our estate plans. I/We look forward to being recognized by IDA as a member of the Dark Sky Defenders Society.

Please use the following name(s) for recognition:

___________________________________________________________________________

I/we prefer to remain anonymous.

Signature ________________________________ Date ________________

I/We do not wish to join the Dark Sky Defenders Society

My/Our gift is to be utilized by IDA as indicated below:

______% to IDA’s current operations,

______% to IDA’s permanent Endowment Fund:

Optional, I would like my gift to be used for:

______% night sky protection

______% education

______% advocacy and policy

OPTIONAL

I/We have made a provision for IDA in my estate plan in one of the following ways:

A bequest through my/our Last Will & Testament

Life Insurance Policy, IRA or other retirement account beneficiary designation Charitable Gift Annuity

A Charitable Trust (Remainder Trust, Lead Trust, or Wealth Replacement Trust)

Other, ____________________.

I/We have included a copy or excerpt from the document.

The beneficiary designation for gifts should be "to the International Dark-Sky Association" The federal tax identification number is 74-2493011. The mailing address is 5049 E. Broadway Blvd., Tucson AZ. Gifts to any part of the IDA Endowment Fund should be designated as "to the Endowment Fund of the International Dark-Sky Association."